1999 honda odyssey interior

Honda's first attempt at building a minivan came with the Odyssey -a smallish vehicle that drove
like a car but couldn't fit the needs of most American minivan buyers. The Odyssey was
misplaced in the minivan market, which favors a huge, comfortable amount of interior space
and versatility to tight taxicab ambience and ease of parallel parking. The new Odyssey can
comfortably carry up to seven adult passengers, and it even has room under the seats for easy
stowage of hockey sticks or skis. The suspension, engine, and every inch of sheetmetal are
all-new, and the new Odyssey is related to the old Odyssey in name only , the car has been
completely redesigned. Starting with the engine, the Odyssey is powered by a 3. The V6 is
based on the Accord's 3. The base model LX includes such standard fare as dual sliding doors,
power windows including power rear-vent windows , power locks, power mirrors, cruise control,
a theft-deterrent system, two volt power outlets, front and rear air conditioning, antilock brakes,
and, of course, the 3. The EX features such niceties as dual power sliding doors, body-colored
door handles, a roof rack, keyless remote, an eight-way power driver's seat, alloy wheels,
traction control, a CD player and steering wheel mounted radio controls. Leather seats are not
available, so watch for an Acura version of the Odyssey sometime in the near future. Sitting on
a four-wheel independent suspension, a first in the minivan segment, the Odyssey is supported
comfortably and it keeps the driver in touch with the road. Combined with the Odyssey's wide
track, the suspension adds a nimble feel to this big car. Body roll around corners is
well-damped for a vehicle of this height. Takeoff from a stop is smooth, and gear changing is
seamless, even at higher speeds. All in all, it's a high-powered, smooth-shifting minivan that
handles with confidence and doesn't make a powerful racket. Instrument panel gauges are easy
to read and the center controls are logically placed, and all controls are within easy reach. The
cruise controls are mounted on the steering wheel, as are remote radio controls on the EX
model. The EX is further enhanced with power door controls just left of the steering column.
The interior abounds with cubbyholes and map pockets, and the nine cupholders are all
functional, unlike some of the indentations other minivan makers are stamping onto seatbacks
these days. The most unique Odyssey feature continues to be its hideaway, or "magic" seat.
With a minimum of effort and the use of one set of hands only, the rear seat can be folded out of
sight and flush with the floor in a matter of seconds. The second row seats are convertible and
can be used as separate captains chairs or as a bench. A minivan would not be complete
without safety features, and the Odyssey comes with its share. All seven passenger seating
positions have headrests and three-point seatbelts, both firsts in the minivan market. This
system senses the placement and amount of cargo, and compensates for it during hard braking
to avoid rear-wheel lockup. The new Odyssey is a marvel of engineering and, if product
excellence determines success, it will be the first hugely successful import minivan. Honda has
expanded its horizons with the Odyssey, finally creating an epic worthy the name. Honda is
celebrating its 50 th year as a company by re-entering that segment of the market that has
heretofore been completely dominated by American carmakers: the minivan. The ultimate in the
large family car, the minivan was pioneered and continually improved upon by Chrysler Corp.
Making a mistake that even Toyota failed to recognize with their Sienna, Honda's first attempt at
the minivan market came in with the original Odyssey - a smallish vehicle often used for taxi
service in New York City because of its ability to squeeze a lot of people into a little space. The
minivan market is also keen on the ability to carry a 4'x 8' section of plywood, something that
the previous Odyssey could do only if the plywood was strapped to the roof or cut into several
smaller pieces. Rest assured, you plywood and drywall consumers of America: the new
Odyssey easily swallows up a 4'x 8' sheet. It can also swallow up seven adult passengers in
comfort, and even has room under the seats for easy stowage of two-by-four pieces of lumber
or skis. In fact, the new Odyssey is related to the old Odyssey only in name - the car has been
completely redesigned. Starting with the engine, the Odyssey is powered by a new, 3. Honda's
first-ever use of a knock sensor allows the engine to burn either premium or regular unleaded
fuel. For frugal types, the engine achieves horsepower - premium users gain five horses. Honda
is not one to make the same mistake twice. The previous Odyssey was too small, so engineers
went back to the drawing board, took a long look at Chrysler's benchmark minivans, and came
up with an improved replica. The new Odyssey measures Where these vans differ the most is in
their track width: Chrysler's track is The Odyssey also offers an additional inch of ground
clearance at 6. What does this all mean? Well, nothing until you compare the interiors. The floor
of the Odyssey sits lower than Chrysler's minivans, and front headroom is improved over the
benchmark competitor by an inch and a half. In every angle, the Odyssey manages to inflate the
interior space while keeping the exterior bulk maneuverable in parking lots. Despite the car's
increased size, track length and width, the new Odyssey's turning radius is the same as its
much smaller predecessor. Moving the wheels out to the corners helps more than handling - it
gives the interior designers more to work with. There's a full Maximum cargo capacity is an

impressive But the cargo capacity itself isn't as impressive as the ease with which the capacity
is expanded. The best Odyssey feature continues to be its hideaway, or "magic" seat, as Honda
calls it. With a minimum of effort and the use of only one set of hands, the rear seat can be
folded out of sight and flush with the floor in a matter of seconds. It works like this: first pull out
the three headrests and stow them in the side-area cargo net. Then release a latch and fold the
seatback forward, release another latch and pull back on the nylon strap. That's it. The seat
slides back and down into the lowered floor, forming a level cargo area. No grunting, no
groaning, and no finding room in the garage to store an unwieldy piece of car furniture. The
second row seats come as separate captains chairs and as a bench. Yes, they are standard both
ways, because Honda has decided to let buyers configure their minivans to their own
ever-changing needs. The right seat is mounted on a sliding rail and can be lifted forward and
pushed flush with the left seat to form a two-seat bench. If you desire captains chairs, just
reverse the procedure. The second row can, of course, be removed for those plywood hauling
emergencies, and the bucket seats are light enough to be removed by one person without much
effort. Because there's no drive shaft turning the rear wheels, engineers were able to utilize
some of the space under the middle of the Odyssey. The spare is located just below the floor in
front of the second row of seats. With the seats pulled back on their tracks and the tray table up,
the floor can be lifted to reveal the spare tire. A nifty pull-cord complete with hanging hook
keeps the floor and carpet propped up just hook it to the handle on the back of the front seat ,
and the tire can then be lifted out. Each Odyssey also comes with a plastic bag to store the
ruined tire, so it won't dirty the interior when you go to put it back in the storage den. Of course,
it's more complicated than that, but we'd rather not get into talking about sensors, control
modules and ABS solenoids. The EX-exclusive power sliding doors operate smoothly and
actually stop when something impedes their progress - unlike similar attempts by General
Motors, in which the doors could easily knock over an adult before reversing. We were so bold
as to close the door on three fingers something no one should try in a Pontiac Montana - and
since I'm able to type this report, you are correct in assuming that the door detected my fingers
and slid back open. The LX includes such standard fare as dual sliding doors, power windows
including power rear vent windows , power locks, power mirrors, cruise control, a
theft-deterrent system, two volt power outlets, front and rear air conditioning, antilock brakes,
and of course the 3. The EX features additional niceties such as dual power sliding doors,
body-colored door handles, a roof rack, keyless remote, eight-way power driver's seat, alloy
wheels, traction control, a CD player and steering wheel mounted radio controls. Leather is not
available. Other than the door handles, roof rack and alloy wheels, the two trim levels are
indistinguishable from outside. There are no "LX" or "EX" chrome badges to set the cars apart,
and the bumpers are thankfully not available in black plastic, which always cheapens
appearances. And how about the appearance? Well, there's only so much you can do with
minivan styling, and Honda's goal, as one engineer noted, was, "Don't make it ugly. With that
distasteful image in mind, the Odyssey ain't bad by a long stretch. The sliding door track is not
well-hidden like Chrysler's, but that's because Chrysler employs the styling masters. Honda is
more worried about function and the optimal location for a door track is in the middle of the
sheetmetal. The taillights are configured horizontally, or more car-like than truck-like. Rear
directional indicators are smaller than we'd like, but that's just a personal preference. Overall,
the Odyssey's styling is functional - exactly like a minivan should be. Sitting on a four-wheel
independent suspension, a first in the minivan segment, the Odyssey is supported comfortably
while keeping the driver in touch with the road. We did not weave through a slalom, but body
roll around corners was well damped for a car of this height. So what can we say of the drive?
Well, this is a minivan, so it's not what you'd call exciting, but for a normally uninspiring class
of car, it is very good. As with most front-drive vehicles, torque steer pulls the wheel slightly
under acceleration, but not enough to count any points against it. After startup, the engine can
not be heard at idle, and there is no vibration. That's due to the engine's position, mounted in a
rubber-isolated subframe. The engine mounts are liquid-filled and electronically controlled,
allowing the engine to run unnoticed by interior occupants. A large-volume exhaust system also
helps to keep the car quiet at speed. Wind noise can be heard at highway speeds, but no more
than any other minivan - the overall height of the vehicle dictates that. Sound deadening
material placed in strategic locations throughout the body also puts a damper on road noise.
Instrument panel gauges are easy to read and the center controls are logically placed, except
for a dome light control button that's nowhere near the dome lights. Climate controls are placed
higher than the radio controls on the center console, but, thanks to the console's elevated lower
surface, everything is within easy reach. The interior abounds with cubby holes and map
pockets, and the nine cupholders are all functional, unlike some of the indentations other
minivan makers are stamping onto seatbacks these days. Two cupholders slide out from the

front console, four are available on a foldable tray table between the front seats the rear two
slide back on a tray table extender so middle-row occupants have an easier reach , two are built
in next to the right rear window, and one is located next to the left rear window. So the whole
family should have enough beverages to keep them anxious for rest stops. The new
manufacturing plant at Alliston, Ontario will build 60, Odysseys for the model year, and capacity
will soon grow to , when a second shift is added next year. If a third shift were added, simple
math would conclude that Honda could build , minivans, but the market for minivans can go
only so far. But we wouldn't be surprised to see the Ontario plant gain a third shift to build
another large Honda vehicle in the near future: perhaps a large SUV. As Honda Vice President
Dick Colliver said at a press conference, "There's one area where the competition won't be able
to touch the Odyssey: the dependability, quality and reliability that have become Honda
trademarks. Honda's going to carve its own niche within the existing segment. And they'll carve
it with the Swiss Army Knife of minivans. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive
database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Honda Odyssey Minivan. Is it better to lease or
buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Honda lease specials Check out Honda
Odyssey lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Leather seats are not available. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Odyssey for sale near you. See
Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Honda's latest minivan, the totally redesigned Odyssey,
features the most powerful V6 in the minivan segment. Read more. Write a review See all 76
reviews. Excellent vehicle, k and still going stong! Since we bought our Odyssey in , it's done
nothing but impress. We test drove all the Odyssey's competitors, ranging from the Toyota
Sienna to the Ford Windstar, and none could touch the Honda when it came to build quality and
driving dynamics. The engine is wonderful, with plenty of power and low-end grunt. And we
haven't exactly babied our Odyssey either For 5 summers in a row we towed our lb boat back
and forth through the Adirondack mountains, and the van never flinched! Read less. Engine
light just went on at 77, miles and I'm being told by 3 transmission specialists and Honda
Service that transmission needs to be replaced. Honda dealer refuses to cover any of the
repairs. I now understand via the Internet that this has been well documented problem with this
vehicle. Bought this van at an auction, didn't know it had a transi issue. Getting the van at a
discount made the transi rebuild isue to tolerate. We love it. Had it for over a year. Now at k.
Disappointed in Honda Quality. We purchased this van in We owned it for 8 years and K miles.
Overall, I was disappointed in the quality of the vehicle. It did have some good interior and
exterior features. The engine was always reliable. However, the transmission was a train wreck.
We had to replace the transmission 2 times while we owned it. We had numerous issues with
the power sliding door. Every so often I had to clean the connectors with steel wool or the door
would not shut properly. We recently traded off the van for a Toyota. The little things like nobs,
handles, buttons, etc. The gas mileage was also starting to diminish. I would be hesitant to
purchase another Honda Odyssey van. See all 76 reviews of the Used Honda Odyssey Minivan.
Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not
Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed
4 average Rating out of 13 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Odyssey. Sign Up. So how do
you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste
your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Add Complaint. We bought a Honda Odyssey from carmax and the first week that we got the car
the check engine light came on and we took it to carmax. According to them they fixed the
problem and everything was fine the engine light went off. Then when it came back on for the
same problem they apparently fixed it again. This happened a few times. Now we didn't have
warranty and our van was acting up. The transmission would give a jerk when going from 1st to
2nd gear. The egr ports were clogged and the catalytic converter was messed up from day 1.
But now our electrical system is bad. The in dash lights don't work and the back lights don't

work. The doors just died for some reason. One second the handles would work and the next
second the handles are dead from inside. Our alarm system doesn't work either because of the
electric problem. All we want is our car to be fixed. We've been lied to by carmax and the Honda
dealership over and over. Can you guys just help us fix our car? This vehicle is not included in
the recall due to VIN although this vehicle experienced the same problem as indicated in the
recall. Honda does not include my van based on the VIN number to recall id number 00V
Instrument lights not working, which poses a hazard during night driving. Recall only on
specific model. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something
else:. You have no vehicle information saved in your Honda Owners account. Vehicle
Specifications. Print Specs. Engine 4 Speed Automatic EX. Back to top. Type: Aluminum-Alloy V
Displacement liters : 3. Torque lb. Compression Ratio: 9. Drivetrain 4 Speed Automatic EX.
Type: Front-Wheel Drive. Automatic Transmission: 4-Speed. Final Drive Ratio: 3. Body Type:
Unit Body. Suspension: 4-Wheel Independent. Stabilizer Bar mm, front : Power Rack-and-Pinion.
Turning Diameter, Curb-to-Curb ft. Wheels: 16 x 6. Headroom in. Legroom in. Shoulder Room in.
Hiproom in. Cargo Volume cu. Passenger Volume cu. Wheelbase in. Length in. Height in. Width
in. Track in. Curb Weight lbs. Towing Capacity lbs. Fuel gal. Actual mileage may vary.
Immobilizer Theft-Deterrent System. Driver's Seat with 8-Way Power Adjustment. Front Bucket
Seats with Armrests. Power Rear Quarter Windows. Power Door and Tailgate Locks. Cruise
Control. Air Conditioning, Front and Rear: Automatic. Steering Wheel-Mounted Audio Controls.
Map Lights, Front, Middle, Rear. Quartz Digital Clock. Adjustable Steering Column. Beverage
Holders, Front, Middle, Rear. Sun
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glass Holder. Front 3-Point Seat Belts. Remote Fuel Filler Door Release. Tailgate-Open Indicator
Light. Rear Window Defroster with Timer. Courtesy Door Lights. Cargo Area Light. Child-Proof
Rear Door Locks. Coin Box. Rear Cargo Net. Side Cargo Net. Front-Row Seatback Pockets.
Sliding Sun Visor Extensions. Rear Seat Heater Ducts. Dual Sliding Doors: Power. Remote Entry
System. Dual Power Mirrors: Body-Colored. Rear Privacy Glass. Alloy Wheels. Body Side
Moulding: Body-Colored. Roof Rack. Air Conditioning, Front and Rear. Rear Cargo Net:
Accessory. Dual Sliding Doors. Remote Entry System: Accessory. Dual Power Mirrors. Alloy
Wheels: Accessory. Full Wheel Covers. Body Side Moulding. Multi-Reflector Halogen
Headlights. Engine 4 Speed Automatic Van. Drivetrain 4 Speed Automatic Van. Interior
Dimensions 4 Speed Automatic Van. Exterior Dimensions 4 Speed Automatic Van. Interior
Features 4 Speed Automatic Van. Exterior Features 4 Speed Automatic Van. Choose a Year and
Model to View YEAR MODEL.

